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Mike Turner joins MVV Environment Ltd.
The managing board of UK Energy from Waste company MVV Environment Ltd. has been
strengthened by the addition of Mike Turner as joint Managing Director. Mike, who will be responsible for waste resources, finance, commercial issues and IT, has been part of the UK waste industry for almost 30 years. For the last 17 years, he has been working for Renewi, leaving as UK PFI
Director. MVV Environment Ltd. and its German parent company MVV Umwelt GmbH are members of the German energy company MVV Energie AG. Mike will complement the existing joint
Managing Directors; Uwe Zickert (Technical) and Paul Carey (Business Development and External
Relations).
Dr. Joachim Manns, MD of MVV Umwelt, said: “We are very glad to have Mike on board. He brings
with him an extensive knowledge of the industry and an in-depth understanding of the challenges
Energy from Waste is going to face in the years to come. He will quickly become an integral part of
our team all over the UK.”
Says Mike Turner: “MVV, in the ten years they have been active in the UK market, have made
themselves a name as a company with an energy focus, operations on a large scale and a wealth
of experience, and as a result, a strong business model. I am looking forward to being part of the
success story and helping MVV improve and develop new opportunities.”
Since 2008, MVV Environment has developed three projects in the UK. In Plymouth, MVV operates the Devonport Energy from Waste CHP facility and supplies the adjacent dockyard with electricity and heat. In Ridham Dock (Kent), MVV has constructed and operates a biomass plant which
uses waste wood to generate sustainable energy, and in Dundee, MVV operates an existing Energy from Waste plant while developing a new, state-of-the-art facility directly adjacent. Together,
these EfW facilities recover energy from about 530,000 tonnes of residual waste and waste wood
per year.
MVV at a Glance
With almost 6,000 employees and sales of around Euro 4 billion, MVV is one of Germany‘s leading energy companies. Our activities
focus on providing a reliable, economical and environmentally-friendly supply of energy to our industrial, commercial and private household customers. Their individual needs and expectations motivate us in developing innovative products and business models. Here, we
cover all stages of the energy value chain: from energy generation, energy trading and energy distribution to operating distribution grids
through to our sales activities and environmental energy and energy-related service businesses. Our corporate strategy is consistently
based on making increasing use of renewable energies, boosting energy efficiency and further expanding highly efficient combined heat
and power generation and environmentally-friendly district heating. We are also investing in our future grid capability and modernising
our generation plants. In all our activities, we can count on the mature competence and expertise of our employees. They stand to
benefit from secure and attractive jobs in future as well.
MVV is a company in the Rhine-Neckar Metropolitan Region.
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